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** PRESS RELEASE **
The Changing Room: Arab Reflections on Praxis and Times is a project addressing an
adversity of change towards the recent events happening in the Middle East region
today. A new change arises, and with it comes a promise to a new history in
contemporary art from the Arab region, designed by the 15 artists represented here.
When you detail the visual narratives proposed by the collective of works presented, the
events that unraveled in the past months were questioned, predestined, and
contemplated to happen. The Middle East region just witnessed a revolution against
autocracy and oppression, a revolution against social scrutiny and silence. The 18 days
it took to unravel Egyptians in the reality of exhaustion and humiliation, triggered by what
initially arose in Tunis, and then running through the veins of Algeria, Bahrain, Libya and
Syria, to say the least, Egyptian Revolts became a global emblem of civil freedom
sparked by a digital postmark, fostered out of public certitude, and obedient to social
conformity. Information is your power and Vigor is your tool.
It is in The Changing Room project is the artist proposed as protagonist, seeker,
observer and storyteller. S/he continues their personal observations about their actual
experiences from a selection of backgrounds either been displaced or in combat, under
occupation or corrupt federal lead for years subservient to the so-called United Arab
Republic.
The United Arab Republic, which initiated between Egypt and Syria from 1958 - 1961,
came the making of the Arab Liberation Flag, which consisted of three horizontal bands
of color: red, white and black with two green stars in the white center. During the same
year of its foundation, came the Arab Federation consisting of Iraq and Jordan of which
leaders were Hashemite cousins, and sought to oppose what the UAR was achieving.
What stood between them was an All-Palestine government lead by Hajj Amin Al
Husseini (Mufti of Jerusalem), who coincidentally is also the grandfather of one of the
artists we present here. Karim Al Husseini marks his ancestral heritage with an eightpointed star, acknowledging the seal of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh), and his journey
to pilgrimage, by installing one bearing out of eight locations, in search of his paradise.
Larissa Sansour's A Space Exodus, shows her longing as well as reality of
displacement, by becoming the first Palestinian to walk on the moon vis a vis a remake
to Stanley Kubrick's Space Odyssey in a very satirical format. A third Palestinian of
mixed heritage, Steve Sabella motions us through his Euphoria. A transitory euphoria
seeking the subsequence after being displaced, motioned and rebelled from where you
once were to where you are now. He left Jerusalem in 2003, and returns every now and
then, as an observer of change that keeps occurring to his city, but also watches the
break out through news networks, of an attempted United Arab Republic fuse into
complete national turmoils.
Khaled Hafez adopts the format of a video diary, and creates a narrative by sequencing
personal footage and those of friends taken by amateur cyber shot cameras from
different parts of the city during the 18 days of the Egyptian Revolution; this narrative is

enhanced by déjà vu media propagated imagery extracted from Youtube and other
Internet portals. Hafez constructed his story line through cumulative testimonials over the
phone, through friends who were either on the grounds silently protesting, or reporting
via online methods. His TV Diaries photo-project depict the frozen imagery of what the
live revolution offered and document the moment by moment live reporting of the
effervescent event.
Khaled Ramadan, hosts a Skype conversation from Copenhagen with co-curator and
friend Alfredo Cramerotti in Nottingham, questioning the ownership of history: the notion
of being Lebanese in comparison to the ownership of being Italian, Belgian, or Flemish
who carry several cultural nations as opposed to being one national state, and vice
versa. Their thoughts linger towards nation as a state of mind, as opposed to national as
a state of being. Nermine Hammam proposes the age of the soldier as the protector, the
fighter, the warrior, however since the unroll onto the streets of Cairo on February 4th,
2011, she has recreated a visual occupation of what defined the land they engaged with.
With a backdrop of the Alps, and beautiful pink flower fields, Hammam reconsiders the
definition of a harness, when repression is overthrown, and an illusion of solace replaces
the harshness of power.
Sama Alshaibi discovers Thowra; her own take of the revolution seen through the turmoil
brought about the natural existence of being, with the unexplained beginning of
thousands of black birds dropping dead from the sky, to an eclipse and regional rebel fire
caught across the rest of the Arab region. Alshaibi occupies her journey by visiting the
rivers of Tunis, snowfields of Arizona and sands of Egypt to cross and unite the
boundaries of creation.
These are but a few suggestions to the works presented here. Marking an amalgam of
installations, prints and videographies, characterizing the MENA region with a frame of
socio-political reference: To know oneʼs history might also suggest the knowledge of
what will happen next. But no matter how many times history repeats itself, we canʼt
seem to stop ourselves from motioning through the process of verite. Artists are the
documenters, they mark the time and place of the event, regardless of how abstract or
literal their verses are voiced: Loud and clear, proud and magnificent, unsightly or
progressive, beautiful and regressive. They move forward to keep returning to that
starting point, and ironically it is also the finishing line. Motioning through contemporary
history, a proactive group of artists who occupy a fragment of societyʼs foreseers,
protagonists and citizens of desired change: The works in this exhibition show a great
deal of prediction, anticipation, as well as criticism towards the turn of events, their past
and their unforeseen future. Its in the detail of every artist, will you find the rebel deep
inside, and it is in gratitude to Metro Quadro Gallery in association with Spazio Qubi and
associate curator Sara Rossino, will these works be available on a high platform of
dialogue and recognition in Turin this Fall. We also like to extend our gratitude to Martina
Corgnati, who twenty years ago started exploring, studying and writing about the Middle
East art scene, in belief that one day this region will have its contribution to
contemporary art history.
Aida Eltorie, Chief Curator
Cairo, August 2011

This project is supported by Al Mawred Al Thaqafy (The Culture Resource), The Ford Foundation,
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Marwan Sahmarani in conversation
with Mariam Hamdy

MH: Did you foresee the events in the
Middle East?
MS: No. And I am just an artist with lim
ited power.
MH: Many of your portraits present old
men in tarbouches. Are you nostalgic for
a time that was or is that a commentary
of sorts on our history?
MS: Unconsciously I may probably be
nostalgic of another era, but the time of
the tarbouche in the middle east was not
very idealistic the dictator was of a dif
ferent kind and so the recent events are
the result of this past. If it is nostalgia, it
is more related to the nostalgia of paint
ing as a practice. In this series every por
trait represents an artist living in Leba
non around the XIX and XX century, who
had as a passion and a love for painting.
What they convey with their singularity
is that the act of painting is the essence
of an artist. Of course this is my humble
point of view as I am a painter after all.
But on the other hand, it is true that art

history and more particularly painting
in the Middle east has been as colonized
as everything else at that time, hence the
representation of the tarbouche on each
artist portrait.
MH: Could you have seen yourself living
in an autocratic regime (even if not your
own) for another 5, 10, 15 years?
MS: Who would wish to live in that sort
of regime for even one year? I hope we
are in the process of change in the near
future. However I am not really living in
this sort of regime, but I don’t know what
I would have done if it was the case. Like
everyone else right now, I suppose.
MH: A change has occurred in your style
in 2006 your brushstrokes have become
4/#"$ 19%88"*:$ *"0%)-%&7$ '"1.$ 21$ -./(7.$
it’s melting off faces and bodies. Humans
have morphed into semidead creatures;
ugly but with a soul one can relate to, pri
marily through their eyes. Your ‘stories’
have evolved a narrative has started to
present itself in the way Renaissance art

ists depicted biblical events on church
walls and ceilings. What lent you to this
particular development? Clearly you
!"#"$ %&'("&)"*$ +,$ -."$ /00#"11%/&1$ -.2-$
surround you but was there a event in
particular that pushed you?
MS: Yes it is interesting to know why and
when a change occurred in my painting
but without falling in a sort of simplistic
schematization. With time and by simpli
fying a little bit, I think that the invasion
of Lebanon in 2006 by Israel with all the
destruction that occurred is what pushed
my painting to a new form of esthetic.
But I prefer not to give an easy and gro
tesque explanation of the why and how it
happened. In every artist’s life, there are
some triggers, and trying to explain them
is more the task of a biographer than that
of an artist.
MH: Your work “The Dictators Studies
3/#$2$4/&(4"&-5$1./!1$67(#28$0/#-#2%-1$
of creatures posing as men. As one of the
handful of artists from this region who
can create such an artwork, what was

your thought process? What reaction did
you hope to illicit with this piece?
MS: At the beginning, this series was
more meant to be a study for a sculpture
like the ones we see in every public place
in some country in our part of the globe,
where the leaders are depicted, grandi
ose, with a hand up, talking to the peo
ple. This idea of a monument has been
present since antiquity, but it faded out
in the western world, though quite actual
in the Middle East. So in 2008 I decided
to work on the subject, and I produced
40 large drawings and a dozen paintings
with the aim to feel the essence of a rep
resentation of the dictator through out
the ages. That’s why one sculpture would
never have been enough to get close to
the truth I have found in the drawings.
After that I never produced a sculpture. I
stopped there.
MH: A Michelangelo inspired piece, your
installation “The Feast of the Damned”
is a vacuum of scarring images that force
one to reevaluate their actions. Who, in
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Portrait of a Man with Tarbouche, 2010
Oil on canvas, 50 x40 cm
Image copyrighted to the Artist
Courtesy of Lawrie Shabibi Gallery

your view, is the damned? & as the Art
ist capturing them, how do you perceive
they could be saved?
MS: Sometimes as an artist it is not nec
essary to give an explanation to every
thing one does. In the contemporary art
world you always need to relate to some
kind of reality or actuality. On my behalf
!"#$%"&'"()*+",&-./&,'&0"'1"0*)2')"2,,10&2
tions between art and life. Art is art and
life is life as Ad Reinhard used to say.
This installation could be seen as a sort
of dialogue with this subject throughout
'3)"3&,'1*+"14"2*'5"6$%"!",'&//"#$%"&'"()*+"
relevant to our time.
MH: Speaking of saviors If you were a
superhero, what power would you have,
and how would you use it during this
transition?
MS: What is important is to let time have
its own way. Not everyone is ready for a
change, sometimes a transition of this
kind comes as a blessing. If I was a su
perhero I would do nothing I think it

may seem nihilistic. But what would be
the difference between a superhero and
a dictator, if those 2 entities are able to
make changes because of their respective
powers and ideologies.
MH: As Artist Citizen, understanding
that this is the time for change. What is
the change that you would hope, wish
and put effort in willing to do for your
community?
MS: I think true freedom doesn’t come
just by a single revolution on the ground,
it is of course very important to do so, but
freedom is related also to an evolution of
the spirit in the soul of a people. There
fore the freedom of an artist through his
work as well as his unique and universal
vision is what I think could be interesting
to transmit to each individual in society,
so we can transgress all the taboos that
preexist within us and within our com
munities.
MH: As Artist Citizen: What is your prin
ciple obsession/project/drive that leads

your practice? Is that likely to change un
der the current circumstances?
MS: Revolution, political or social chang
es have always been in the history of hu
manity. Artists are ideally the most sen
sitive recipients and that affects directly
their work in an esthetic or intellectual
way. For me the real truth in art is to keep
a certain distance in regards of all that.
The artist has a responsibility through
his art to depict a more universal dimen
sion. All the masterpieces we know don’t
need any explanation or a context. They
stand in front of us with all their gran
deur and trueness.
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Anas AlShaikh in conversation
with Mariam Hamdy
MH: Did you foresee the events in the
Middle East?
AAS: Actually no, what happened was
out of our expectations. In Arab world
we always believe that the political op
ponents and ideological political parties,
whether liberal or Islamic, which work
inside their countries or in exile and have
long history, are able to make the chang
es by leading and motivating the masses
!(& +!%4''*#& ),-& 2'"!& :#)9#54**;& 5(%& '#!
ting their different rights.
But what we saw was a great shock and
impressive surprise. That an ordinary
person in Tunisia because he felt that his
dignity hurt and insulted by police and by
+(.#&(529$)*+<&-#9$-#-&!(&9(..$!&+4$9$-#&
7;&74%,$,'&"$.+#*5/&8"$+&)9!$(,&2%#-&!"#&
2%+!& +:)%=& (5& ,#1& =$,-& (5& %#3(*4!$(,& $,&
Arab world not made by politicians or ac
tivists but by the masses, some of which
have succeeded such as in Tunisia and
Egypt, others still not completed. But
these successful revolutions are still not
settled because there are many powers
that still want to exploit them and steal
them from the masses.

Although all of this is worrying, I think
that the masses are quite aware of these
crucial historical events, and I hope that
they won’t let any powers or individuals
to present themselves as saviors or lead
ers or as symbols of the nation. No more
idolizing people in the Arab world...that’s
what I hope for.
MH: You believe that in our region, peo
ple act as spectators rather than get to
gether to articulate change themselves.
Why do you believe that that’s the case?
Is it an innate weakness of work ethic
in our peoples or has our sense of duty
waned?
AAS: I think there are several reasons
that make people act as spectators. One
of these reasons is the strong relationship
that has been constructed for centuries
between the ruler and various religious
powers. These “Rulerpreachers” are
then created, and use their authority to
not steer the people by the Islamic canon,
but rather by the ruler’s wishes. Leaders
have used religious dispositions in their
own interests to legitimatize their ruling
as long as they are alive.

What’s more is that most of the leaders
in the Arab world are not where they are
through by votes of the masses, but by
overturning on other civic, monarchal
or military rulers, or by forging elections
altogether. Regardless of method, the
masses had to obey these rulers blindly
even if they oppressed them or misused
nation’s wealth the people had no any
rights to object or questioning their lead
ers. Even in parliament in some Arab
countries, which is supposed to be the
house of the nation, the nation’s deputies
have no right to discuss decisions being
made, because most of them are used as
a kind of decorative facade in order to al
low the leaders to portray a democratic
image to the rest of the world.
In the Arab world, the regimes don’t as
sume that the wealth and incomes of a
country are the nation’s possessions but
rather the rulers’, and that any spending
of that wealth towards the people is due
to the leaders generosity, not their duty.
The overall feeling is the no one can ques
tion those in charge instead, they can
only show appreciation to their rulers’
sympathies towards them. This lends to
them not being able to ask for their legal

rights, but rather beg for it they work in
these leader’s farms as peasants and their
job is to serve and cater to their wishes.
Along with the aforementioned reasons,
there are huge clashes and contradictions
inside the society in terms of beliefs, ide
ologies and interests of different groups
this makes the society unable to unite
!"#$%&'()*+&),-&-#.),-+/&0(&1#&2,-&!")!&
civil societies are not strong enough but
")3#&!(&+!%4''*#&(,&!"%##&5%(,!+6&!"#&2%+!&
against the regimes, the second, against
opposite ideology and interests inside the
society and the third, to face the hegemo
ny of other powers, particularly western
policies and their paradoxical attitude to
wards different issues in the Arab region
(for example how they are against some
autocratic regimes but at the same time
supporting others). These weaknesses of
the people within their societies allowed
the regimes to easily use the differences
between liberals, religious and national
ists as well as clashes between different
religious groups against each other to
!"#$%& 7#,#2!/& 8"#& +9#,#& !"#,& 7#9(.#+&
+")!!#%#-&),-&-$5294*!&!(&)**(1&5(%&9(.
promise so that the society could focus on
facing the oppressive regimes.
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All this tension exhausted the masses
and made their leaders forget their de
mand to live in dignity in their own coun
tries resulting in explosive revolutions
and the removal of all powers who have
been promising changes them for too
long without any tangible results.
MH: How do you feel you contribute to
profound change as an artist through
your work?
AAS: In general, I do not think we as
visual artists can make any profound
changes. In the Arab world there are
many artists, literati and intellectuals,
but I think the fruits of their productions
$*"# /)2# .6(3'+"/2# )*# "(("'2+,"# "/)645# 2)#
push our societies and masses to be mo
tivated towards changing their lives, cul
ture and conditions.
We, as artists involved in contemporary
art practices, have to admit that we are
not able to make any effective changes
in our societies by our productions: we
cannot stop the corruption or create ef
fective challenges in the face of any domi
/$/2#)(3'+$&#+/.2+262+)/.#)*#5$,"#$!+&+29#2)#
stop crisis in Arab world (First Gulf war,
war on Iraq, war on Lebanon and war on
Gaza as examples). What kind of changes
can we make in the face of autocratic re
gimes, Western interests in dominating
our region and brutal wars?
I very much believe in what the French
theorist Paul Virilio said, in that the vi
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sual arts has failed to bring art to the peo
ple and to change the world, and how the
Art world wants to cover these failures by
commercial success.
MH: Could you have seen your self living
in an autocratic regime (even if not your
own) for another 5, 10, 15 years?
Probably within the next 10 years there
will be dramatic changes in the most of
the Arab region, but I don’t think that
using a democratic system will allow our
countries to be settled or have an eco
nomical and cultural boom. A successful
democracy depends on the agreement of
all members of the society on civil con
stitution and legislations, but this may
not be the case. Some Islamic groups
and Islamic sectarians insist that their
countries be ruled by the Islamic canon
assuming that is the demand of major
ity so in that time the democracy will
be threatened and affect the unity of the
country passively, particularly in some
countries which have number of Islamic
sects or different religions. I think the ex
tremists of some Islamic sectarians will
not accept that their country be ruled by
civil legislations or even by other Islamic
sects. This may lead to this long awaited
transformation to not be as romantic or
!"/"3'+$&#$.#-"#25)64528#!"'$6."#)6*#.)
cieties are unable to practice real democ
*$'9# $/0# 3/0# 0+(3'6&29# 2)# $''"%2# )25"*.:#
opinions, especially if that opinion is op
posed to Islamic beliefs.
I think we will need at least half a century

to be able to accept the real concept of de
mocracy, and only if the majority agrees
to be ruled by democratic values and civil
legislations that depend on citizenship
and competency, not on race, sect, beliefs
and kinship. Otherwise, Arab world will
!"#$#%&$'"#()*#'+,+&#-$*.#$/0#')/1+'2"0#+/
terests for long time.

These issues make us, as a nation, feel
that as though we are living on our land
as strangers and guests, and that’s be
cause our regimes want us to feel useless
and worthless. They’d like to replace us
by foreigners and by external powers who
have many interests in our region to do
our supposed duties instead of us.

MH: Your audio piece “Gulf of phan
tasmagorias” sounds like the ramblings
of the mind of someone suffering a se
vere fever a nightmare. Listening to it is
quite disturbing, I feel as though I’m be
ing pulled on a leash with no will of my
own. What was going through your mind
as you created it and what do you hope
people will walk away with?
AAS: I was trying through this audio
piece which I produced it before the Arab
spring revolution to express feelings of
incapability, surrendering to chaos and
disappointment towards our inability to
change our situation and ourselves.

MH: In your work, “Con/temporary
God”, you are commenting on the delu
sional savior of the people in our region,
that being oil. Are you optimistic that
people of this region will see your point of
view and change their generally relaxed
attitude towards creation and produc
tion?

It is noticeable that every decade a crisis
happens in this region, with people from
both sides of Gulf region becoming vic
tims of all the bloody and dirty games,
and unfortunately we’ve surrendered to
these crisis and allowed external powers
2)#3452#$/0#0"("/0#)6*#*"4+)/#+/.2"$0#+/#
our name!
We have to admit that we’ve always had
a shameful attitude towards what’s hap
pening in our region without learning
our lessons.

AAS: I think the people in the Gulf region
are more aware now of their rights, par
ticularly in Bahrain, and many of them
$*"# 5)&0+/4# 5+45# 76$&+3'$2+)/.8# $*"# "(3
cient and able to contribute effectively to
build the future of the region but many
of them may not get a chance to prove
their abilities. Because of disappoint
ment, some of them by their own will
while others by force, will accept to live
on the margin of the society and watch
+/4# 25"# ()*"+4/"*.# 4"2# 25"# !"/"32.# $/0#
wealth of their countries.
At the same time, citizens of this region
are facing big challenges in the face of
proregime powers, because they have
"(("'2+,"# $625)*+2+".# $/0# *"$09# 2)# 3452#
against any changes that can be hap
pened by using religion and sectarian
means, as I’ve previously explained.
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Many of proregime authorities pretend
to have loyalty to their leaders but in fact
are just trying to save and protect their
interests and status in their own coun
try. These hypocrites know very well that
their eyes and ears must be always open
against any political or social groups or
activists that want to threaten their inter
ests at any time, otherwise, they lose all
acquisitions and facilities they are getting
it from current regime.
Regimes and people in our region must
learn from what is going on of changes
around them, and they must learn how
many societies became advanced na
tions, how to be productive societies able
$'%8'.$"1,)$-%-&&-8$12-49%1.%+44%!-47#6%'$/
erwise we will live forever in the far cor
ner of this global village as reactionary
societies and out of the history.
MH: Speaking of saviors, if you were a
superhero, what power would you have,
and how would you use it during this
transition?
We should refuse the concept of a super
hero. The time is passing quickly so we
must motivate and encourage people to
use their rights and wills to make effec
tive changes. We should refuse the autoc
racy, oligarchy, patriarchy and hierarchy
dogmas, and instead of that, we have to
heighten justice, equality and multiplic
ity values. People cannot endure any
more the belief that was persistent in our
history: that our nation must be ruled
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and guided by single hero, without any
objections toward his conduct and deci
sions.
During our history many political and re
ligious powers have used religion along
with their authorities to make us directly
and indirectly feel that we are group of
canailles, coming from inferior origins
and races, with no right and ability to
lead the nation. So a superhero must be
found someone who’s superior with ex
traordinary mentality and who knows
better than us as he has knows how to be
the nation’s savior and protector.
MH: As Artist Citizen, understanding
that this is the time for change. What is
the change that you would hope, wish
and put effort in willing to do for your
community?
AAS: Unfortunately, I do not have much
hope in the belief that visual artists have
the ability to make any effective changes
through their productions at least in the
Arab world. I believe that garbage men
for example are of more importance and
value for the society than artists, because
they are literally saving people’s lives
physically and psychologically, as well
as protecting the environment from pol
lution and diseases. They also don’t ask
for any particular appreciation or special
status for their great services toward the
society.
I know that many artists oppose my opin
ion, but I don’t think they prove their

beliefs, though I wish they could. I hope
that one day visual art can contribute ef
fectively in changing some of passivity in
our society, but I think we have to learn
!"#$% &"'(% ')"% *+",+*-% (-.% /'0% $'% *12-%
without waiting any feedback. Maybe it is
utopian idea or maybe not.
Many postmodernist artists in the Arab
region are criticizing the aesthetic values
of modern art and the isolation of its art
ists from societal issues because they pre
fer to live in ivory towers. But actually we
are as Arab postmodern artists act and
pretend that we are closer to our societies
and global issues many of us pretended
$/+$%0-3"-%+,4-%$'%!44%$/-%*+5%,-$0--.%+"$6%
society and life by allying with masses
and their issues, either by criticizing
+.7% !*/$1.*% ,')"*-'1#% 1.#$1$)$1'.#% 1.%
the favour of the masses, or by rejecting
the commoditizing of art by producing
ephemeral works that cannot sold. But in
truth, we are living in a higher ivory tow
er than modern artists: we live isolated
from our people, living in small commu
nities that have their own language and
terms. We even prefer to speak foreign
languages than our Arabic, which is the
language of our people perhaps because
we want to be perceived by them that we
are society’s elite.
As an obvious example, we prefer is
suing and promoting magazines about
art in the Arab region in foreign lan
guages without considering how we can
heighten the awareness of our artists and
people especially the younger genera

tion who may not be able to read foreign
languages and how we can feel some
responsibility towards them. The real
world for Arab postmodern artists is not
with the people, not on public roads and
spaces, but rather isolated places such as
art fairs, biennials, galleries, museums,
auctions and private events, dominated
+.7%71"-8$-7%,9%'&!81+4#6%#'(-%,')"*-'1#%
groups, art directors, curators and col
lectors, who through them artists can get
recognition, money and fame.
MH: As Artist Citizen: What is your prin
ciple obsession/project/drive that leads
your practice? Is that likely to change un
der the current circumstances?
I do not have much obsession toward
many things as before, but I can tell you
about my humble project which is con
cerned with contemporary art practices,
through which I hope to contribute to
opening a new path in the art scene in
Bahrain.
:&$-"% (9% !"#$% #'4'% -;/1,1$1'.% <=-('"9%
of Memories” in 2001, I felt that I have a
responsibility towards encouraging Bah
raini artists especially the young genera
tion to be more involved in contempo
rary art practices. So in 2002, I had to
enter the world of curating, not because
I am interested in it but because there
wasn’t any appreciation or interest to
ward contemporary practices in art, and
$/-%7-!.1$1'.%'&%8)"+$'"%'"%8)"+$1.*%0+#%
not understood well during that time in
Bahrain.
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came seventeen), to increase the aware
ness of some young and old generations
towards contemporary art practices as
well as towards different issues discussed
through their works and interventions.
But what I tried to do of some humble
efforts was completely not enough to
make any small changes in the society
and to motivate its awareness, or to solve
people’s problems and their demands or
feeding their needs, psychologically and
culturally.
Although of passing more than 50 years
of establishing and practicing modern
and contemporary art in our region es
pecially in Bahrain, we couldn’t in this
region create a history for art, for several
reasons, related to political, cultural, so
cial, economical and historical condi
tions. So the history that we have it in our
region  even in Arab world  is a history
of places and not history of art, because
we still not able to contribute by anything
could be different, equalled, effective and
exceeded to what is done in modern and
postmodern Western societies in art and
culture theoretically and practically.
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Adel Abidin in conversation
with Mariam Hamdy
MH: Did you foresee the events in the
Middle East?
AA: If we are talking about arts, any ac
tivity and event in any part of the world
is good for the scene. In the Middle East,
events were always happening, but they
never had the chance to be as promoted
as they are now. This exposure and posi
tive buzz is good not just for Middle East
ern artists, but for the arts in general, as
venues become more international, more
integrated and not framed as isolated
scenes.
MH: In your video installation “Bread of
Life”, you understand that bread in our
cultures is equated with life itself it is
not to be joked about and is vital for our
day to day lives. Yet your commentary
on how hard the bread is hard enough
to use a tabla/drum and make music
out of can appear that you’re mocking its
importance. How can you avoid such an
understanding by those who view your
installation?
AA: Once my work is on display for the
viewers, any authority I had for interpre
tation or understanding no longer exists.
I create openended arguments and do
not give answers or conclusions. And I
am happy to hear the many various inter

pretations of my work.
MH: If bread is life and it’s rock hard,
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to endure. What do you feel needs to
change in our psyche in this region in or
der to move ourselves and our societies
to greener pastures within our lifetimes?
AA: I believe in the timeless answer, for
any society or individual to develop, it
needs to consider the others around it.
We need to consider and feel empathy for
the other, to embrace it but not imitate it.
MH: How do you feel you contribute
to profound change as an artist through
your work?
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an agenda I would like to achieve, but I
seek to develop my arguments and pres
ent them to the viewers. To create with
the intention to change is a naïve way of
looking at art.
MH: Could you have seen your self living
in an autocratic regime (even if not your
own) for another 5, 10, 15 years? How
would you have reacted against it?
AA: Any autocratic regime is not a
healthy environment to live in, but I al

ways seen it as a starting point for beau
tiful change. It as a doubleedged sword,
rich with possibility for positive change,
but its negative weight delays society’s
development.
MH: If there was an element that the
people of our alwaystumultuous region
can be saved from what do feel that is?
AA: After the recent uprisings in the re
gion, I think we already found that out
and are working to change it. We just
need to believe that we still can dream
and achieve our dreams.
MH: If you were a superhero, what power
would you have, and how would you use
it during this transition?
AA: I am a realist, I never used to dream
of making things or processing things
when I knew I couldn’t do them. I am not
a superhero yet, but I promise you when
I become one, I will update you on all my
new powers and what I would do with
them.
MH: As Artist Citizen, understanding
that this is the time for change. What is
the change that you would hope, wish
and put effort in willing to do for your
community?

AA: A bright future for any nation lies
within the hands of its own children.
Many children are suffering under sti
!"#$% &#'% "#&'()*&+(% ,-./0% -,% 1(&.#"#$2%
which erases their potential and identity.
I believe in raising a new generation with
the best education possible will create a
better future.
MH: As Artist Citizen: What is your prin
ciple obsession/project/drive that leads
your practice? Is that likely to change un
der the current circumstances?
AA: I search for inner balance. I dream to
have my work shown everywhere I wish.
MH: Being an artist in exile, do you feel
that commenting on matters in Iraq from
the view looking from the outside in, ben
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to relate to the matters at hand more?
AA: A correction, I am not in exile. I am
here by my own will. Seeking to know the
other and understand it adds a greater
and more meaningful impact on my prac
tice. But it helps to look at issues from
afar; it makes your vision clearer.
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Larissa Sansour in conversation
with Maryam Hamdy
MH: Did you foresee the events in the
Middle East?
LS: The events of recent months were
surprising, but invigorating for me. Be
cause even though it was clear that the
situation in many parts of the Arab world
was volatile and on the brink of a major
eruption, I was not sure when and how
the Arabic population will gain enough
momentum and bravery to overthrow
such brutal autocratic regimes. But it was
clear to all that something had to happen.
MH: As a Palestinian, do you see that
these events will affect you in your per
sonal plight for your land?
LS: Of course what is happening in the
Middle East will have a big effect on the
entire region. I think many Palestinians
are hopeful after the uprisings in the
Arab World that the change would some
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Dismantling the Arabic governments
complicit with the countries that cement
Israel’s world position and support its
unilateral actions yields hopes of change.
One can already see how the uprisings
in Tunisia and Egypt have had a domino
effect not only in the rest of the Arabic
World, but in the world as a whole.
What happened in Tunisia and Egypt was

so inspiring that you see many people
around the world taking to the streets
to demand change. I guess in the case of
Egypt, it is the power of the people that
was so inspirational, restoring the belief
that the people prevail no matter how vile
their rulers are.
In recent days, even Israelis have taken to
the streets in a protest against their own
government. Sadly, the only time Israelis
decide to unite against their leadership
it is to protest high rent and not to op
pose their government’s policy towards
the Palestinians. One can only hope that
the Israeli population would one day take
to the streets to demand the same human
rights for their Palestinian neighbours,
but I think it would be decades before
this day comes, if ever.
MH: In your video “A Space Exodus” –
which I thought was one of the strongest
works of video art I’ve seen in a pain
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estinians to a homeland, but that land is
barren and in itself wandering in a vast,
empty space. Are you trying to get others
to look at the entire situation with a more
satirical perspective; with a grain of salt
as it were?
LS: A Space Exodus references the exo
dus of 700,000 Palestinians from their

land in 1948 and the consequences of
that till this day, with Palestinians fac
ing ever more subtle methods of “silent
!"#$%&'"() *+) !,') %!#!') -&) .%"#'/0) 1,') 2/3)
also references the biblical exodus as well
as the 1960 Hollywood blockbuster The
Exodus, each having done their share of
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understanding of Palestine and lending
credibility to Israeli mythology: “A land
with no people, for a people without a
land”. This, of course, has caused a lot of
harm to the Palestinian plight. It is fas
cinating for me to see this interplay be
tween reality and mythology building, as
they are very closely interlinked.
In the same light, A Space Exodus ref
'"'$9'%) :!#$/'+) ;8*"69<=%) 2/3) >??@A) B)
Space Odyssey and recontextualises it
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up many scenarios and dilemmas rather
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tional future scenario in an attempt to
understand the present, so in that sense
the proposed future is not there as an end
result, but as a means for dealing with
the present political impasse. It hints on
a more advanced or progressive state for
the Palestinians, but with a bleakness
that is inherent in universal understand
ing of human explorations for advance
ment. With Palestinians being dispersed
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what a Palestinian homeland is or what
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seems to me that this political rupture in
Palestinian history is the most and prob
ably only unquestionable indicator of a
Palestinian identity.
MH: “A Space Exodus” is both heartfelt
and sincere as it is a tragiccomedy: An
Arabic parody of space odyssey so well
done cannot be but funny. Your lack of
usage of images of Israeli soldiers, little
Palestinian boys throwing rocks, wail
ing mothers & what have unfortunately
become clichéd images we’ve gotten im
mune to, have in fact drawn our attention
to your video more. What do you hope
people walk away with after seeing “A
Space Exodus”?
LS: As you say, the world has long since
become immune to the standard images
from Palestine. The sheer longevity of
the situation and the repetition of news
and images have a disengaging effect on
the outside viewer. Tragically, the lack of
nuances in turn takes away from the hu
manity of Palestinians, which is crucial
for establishing empathy.
In order to challenge this predicament,
the analysed has to take on the same
power role as that of the analyser. In my
work, I deal a lot with these power plays.
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For me, it is much more important to tell
an attentiongrabbing story than to show
the truth. In saying that, I’m by no means
arguing that the terrible facts on the
ground in Palestine should not be docu
!"#$"%&' ()$' *+!"$,!"*' -.$,+#' /.$)/001'
tells the story and conveys the essence of
a situation better than documentary.
In a context where truth is in reality
*$2/#3"2'$4/#'-.$,+#5'*$/2$,#3'6,$4'-.$,+#'
might be a safer bet.
MH: Could you have seen yourself living
in an autocratic regime (even if not your
own) for another 5, 10, 15 years?
LS: I have a hard time imagining that.
Fortunately, in an age marked by access
to information and the ability to dissipate
this information to the outside world, it
seems less and less possible for any auto
cratic regime to sustain itself for another
5, 10 or 15 years.
MH: Speaking of autocratic regimes, your
project “Cairo Taxilogue” tackled vari
ous elements of a country riddled with
frustrations, political, social, economi
cal as well as sexual, in a comic spoof of
a movie. What was your thought process
7"4,#%'$4,*'8/9"'-0!'*$,00*:
LS: Cairo Taxilogue was a tug and pull of
my subconscious and conscious under
standings of Egypt. As most people in the
;2/7'<+20%5'='32"6')>'6/$.4,#3'-0!*'/#%'
television from Egypt. Outside of televi
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the Arab world. Israel did not allow Ar
abs from other parts of the Arab world
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into Palestine, just as Palestinians had a
hard time visiting other Arabic countries,
because our ID’s and passports were is
sued by Israel.
When I was invited to come for an art
residency in Cairo in 2008, it was my
-2*$'"?"2'?,*,$'$+'@31>$5'/#%',$'6/*'A),$"'
shocking for me to level my childhood
idea of Egypt to real life. In Cairo Taxi
logue I tried to accentuate this clash be
tween the televised image I grew up with
and the actual social and political prob
lems in Egypt. The conversations seen on
$4"' !+.9' -0!' *$,00*' /2"' 7/*"%' +#' /.$)/0'
conversations with taxi drivers in Cairo.
MH: By taking situations and blowing
them out of proportion with over the top
styling, acting and hyper colouring of the
stills, viewers are jolted into rethinking
matters that they have grown accus
tomed to taking for granted or brushing
off. It seems to be a theme within your
work – do you feel that you need to pro
verbially slap people with the obvious to
get their attention nowadays?
LS: Yes, I think deviating from the stan
dard sense of gravity is a good thing, be
cause it forces the viewer to refocus. I
also think hyperbole is more often than
not a more accurate and honest way of
describing dysfunctional and surreal
political situations than plain reporting.
More often than not, hyperbole provides
a space for overlooked details to surface
and for a more coherent and integral un
derstanding of the truth at hand.
MH: If you were a superhero, what power

would you have, and how would you use
it during this transition?
LS: In 2009, Charta Art Books published
a graphic novel which I coauthored with
UK based artist Oreet Ashery. The book
very much questioned the politically and
socially engaged artist’s ability to affect
social and political change. In the book,
Oreet and I cast ourselves as two art
ists contracting a virus granting us su
perpowers at the expense of our artistic
agency. Morphed into superheroes, we
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to the Israeli occupation. Throughout, we
discuss what superhero powers are need
ed to save Palestine.
In the end, our superheroic adventure
is subverted through foggy intermittent
psychogeographical conversations tak
ing place between ourselves as artists
as opposed to superheroes, reinstating
the constant pull back to artistic practice
as a means and a valid tool for political
change.
The physiological superhero interference
did serve for a good comic book ending,
but its impotency and our total lack of
control of it was also brought to light.
MH: As Artist Citizen, understanding
that this is the time for change. What is
the change that you would hope, wish
and put effort in willing to do for your
community?
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though change is spreading across the
region, each Arab country is in its own

unique situation. In the case of Palestine,
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ly materialise and get citizenship. But the
forces at play here are very different from
anywhere else. An occupation either di
rectly sanctioned or simply ignored for
decades by the international community
is its own breed of mountain to climb.
Yet the Palestinian mind is always busy
thinking up ways to navigate, challenge,
expose and change this imposing pre
dicament affecting all levels of existence.
Artists and nonartists alike, Palestinians
are in a constant and often very vocal
state of opposition not only to the occu
pying power, but also to their own leader
ship. This fact alone is at least something
to build on.
MH: As Artist Citizen: What is your prin
ciple obsession/project/drive that leads
your practice? Is that likely to change un
der the current circumstances?
LS: I have noticed that there is a shift in
my work from a previously quite local at
tention to the Palestinian predicament to
a more universal rendition of that con
text. I think the concerns I address in a
Palestinian context are mirrored in other
disciplines, such as feminist, postcolo
nial and queer studies. Power relations
are at the core of my practice and I think
it will remain that way, however maybe
with a wider application of the same con
cepts.

